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In this paper we introduce a new form of approximation to diffusions represented as solutions to 
stochastic differential equations. The approximants are generated by products of the flows of the vector 
fields defining the stochastic differential equation. For each interval of a given partition, each flow is 
followed for a period of time determined by the increment of a certain scalar random process over the 
interval. It is proved that under certain smoothness conditions the approximants converge to the diffusion 
as the mesh-size of the partitions goes to zero. The convergence is uniform in probability and the rate 
of convergence is calculated as a function of the mesh-size. 
For time independent vector fields on a manifold and equi-spaced partitions the approximants are 
considered as homogeneous Markov chains, called the approximating Markov chains. It is shown that 
any weakly convergent sub-sequence of invariant probability measures of a sequence of approximating 
Markov chains converges to an invariant probability measure of the diffusion. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: 60560, 60H10, 58632. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The injinite dimensional formulation of approximants 
In this paper we shall be dealing with a new class of approximants to diffusions. 
We shall initially introduce the form of approximation we have employed as 
compared to other known forms of approximation, and state the approximation 
theorem. We show how these approximations can be defined and compared as 
product integrals of first order differential operators. This form of representing the 
approximants will serve only to introduce and motivate certain ideas. The proofs 
of the convergence theorems do not employ the abstract setting but deal directly 
with the processes in finite dimensional space. 
We shall be working with the probability space (a,$, P) and a p-dimensional 
Brownian motion B = (p, , . . . , /3,). 5Fr shall denote the filtration generated by the 
process B(t). For shorter notation we shall denote the time variable t by P,,(t). 
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In this framework we write the following non-linear stochastic differential equation 
(henceforth denoted S.D.E.) in Rd, 
dz(s, t, x) = i a”‘(~ Z(s, 6 x)) o dP’(r), (1.1) 
r=O 
with initial condition Z(s, s, x) = x. The symbol 0 indicates that we are using 
Stratonovich integration. 
We make the following basic assumptions on the coefficients &‘)(t, x). 
(a) The mappings o(“( t, x) : OX+ x lRd + Rd are continuously differentiable in x and 
continuous in t for r = 0, 1, . . . , p. 
(b) There exists a constant K > 0 such that 
IIDo”)(t,x)l]<K for all t>O and x’zlRd, 
IDfl (‘)(T(‘)( t, x) - D&)cT(‘)( t, y)l < Klx - yI 
I >*A 
F 
for any x, y~lW~ and any t >O, i. 
where Dcr denotes the Jacobian matrix (a~,( t, x)/axj). 
From these conditions it follows that a unique solution exists on the interval 
[s, T] (see Kunita, 1984); moreover the solution is continuous in s, t, x a.s. Note 
that Z(s, t, x) solves equation (1.1) if and only if for anyfE C’(W”), 
df(Z(s, 6 xl) = i ~“‘(4 Z(s, t, xl) . Vf(Z(s, t, xl) W,(f) 
r=O 
+; c Dc+“a”)(t, Z(s, t, x)) . Vf(Z(s, t, x)) dt ' 1 I 
(T~')crj')(t,Z(S, I,x))d2f(E ;$x ) 1 dt. (1.2) ’ J 
This follows from 16’s formula. In the above equation we use It6 integration. 
Now for any a”‘(t, x) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) define the following first 
order differential operator or vector field on C2(Rd), 
A”‘(r) = o(‘) (t, x) * v, OS rsp. 
Denote by E(t) the (random) bounded translation operator Ef(x) =f(Z(s, t, x)) 
acting on the space C(Rd). For any f~ C2(Rd) equation (1.2) can now be written 
as follows: 
dE(t)f(x)= &(t) f: A”‘(t)f(x) d&(t)+; f A”“(t)f(x) dt . 
[ I 
(1.3) 
r=O ‘=* 
We can think of (1.3) as a linear equation for the operator E(t). Thus the non-linear 
finite dimensional S.D.E. (1.1) is transformed to a linear infinite dimensional S.D.E. 
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1.2. The piecewise linear and the Ikeda- Watanabe approximations 
For a general mapping a(‘)( s, x), 0 s r s p, as above let [“‘(s, t, x) be the solution of 
d&“‘( s, t, x) 
dt = 
CP(s, [“‘(S, t, x)), with [“‘(s, 0, x) = x. (1.4) 
Due to condition (b) these equations have a global solution on the infinite interval 
(-00, co). Let 
exp[A(s)tlf(x) =f(G, 6 ~1) (1.5) 
be the one parameter group generated by the operator A(s). It is now formally 
possible to write a product approximant to the solution of (1.3) as is done in the 
case of finite dimensional linear S.D.E.‘s in McKean (1969) and Ibero (1976). 
Let 17 be a partition of the interval [s, T] of the form fl= {s = to< t, < * * . 
< t, = T}. Define 
I-1 
gn(.s, t) = kG, exp[A’“‘(tk)Ak/30+. . ~+A(P)(tk)Ak&] 
* exp[A”‘( t,)A,P,+ . * + + ACp’( t,)A,P,]. (1.6) 
For the sake of clarity we have introduced the following short-hand notation: for 
0 G Y < p, A,& = /3,( tk+,) - &( tk), and A,& = &(t) - pr( t,) with I = max{ k; tk < t}. 
In the time independent case, where aCr’(s, x) = (T(~)(X), the expression in (1.6) 
corresponds to the piecewise linear approximation found in Elworthy (1982) and 
McShane (1974). In this approximation a piecewise linear path is substituted for 
the Brownian path. For 1s r s p define 
z~‘(t,B)=p,(t*)+~AxP, 
k 
on the interval tk C t S tk+l. Now substitute dzg’( t) = dkPr/dk dt for d& in equation 
(1.1) to obtain 
d&+,x)= i a(r)(&(t,~)) 
A&r 
1 dt, (1.7) 
on the interval [ tk, tk+l], with initial condition &(O, x) = x. On the other hand the 
expression exp[ A(‘) + . . . + ACP’Akpp] is precisely the translation operator corre- 
sponding to the flow 2,. Thus 
%(t)f(x) =f(&r(r, x)). (1.8) 
In McShane (1974) the case of time dependent coefficients is also treated. But 
then expression (1.6) is no longer valid, because on the interval [tk, tk+l] he solves 
d&(t,x)= i &)(t,&(t,x))+dt, 
and the solution no longer represents a l-parameter group. 
In the special case of time independent coefficients and equispaced partitions, 
i.e. tk - tk-, = 6 for all k = 1,. . . , m, the piecewise linear approximation can be 
formulated in terms of a general approximant presented in Ikeda and Watanabe 
(1981). In their procedure they consider Brownian motion as a Wiener process over 
the space Wg of continuous functions from the interval [0, 00) to lRp that are zero 
at the origin. For any path BE W,P they define a piecewise differentiable path 
B,(t, B)=(Bk”(t, B) ,..., B’,P’(t, B)) 
satisfying a few assumptions, one of which is the following ‘homogeneity’ condition. 
B,(t+k8,B)=B,(t,fI,,B)+B(k8) 
for every k 2 1, t > 0. The term O,B designates the time shift, i.e. 0$(t) = 
B(s+t)-B(s). 
Substituting dBg’(t, B) for dp, in equation (1.1) they obtain an O.D.E. whose 
solution zg( t, x) is shown to converge uniformly in the mean square to the solution 
of the S.D.E. This setting is the most general in the sense that the approximation 
to the Brownian path is not necessarily piecewise linear and does not have to 
coincide with the Brownian paths at the partition points. However, the ‘homogeneity’ 
requirement restricts this approximation to equispaced partitions. 
As indicated by Ikeda and Watanabe the piecewise linear approximation is 
achieved by defining 
Pk% B) = Pr(k6) +y U-%((k+ 116) -P,(kS)l 
on the interval k8 s t < (k + 1)6. 
1.3. The multiflow approximation 
In the various forms of approximation presented above one solves a sequence of 
O.D.E.‘s which are derived by substituting, in place of the Brownian path, a piecewise 
differentiable approximation corresponding to a given partition or mesh-size. Thus 
given a fixed partition one must solve a new set of differential equations of the form 
(1.7) for each Brownian path. This is because the scaling factor A& changes with 
each path. 
We have introduced an approximant (see (1.10) below) that requires knowledge 
of the predetermined flows eCO)(tk, t), @‘)(tk, t), . . . , tcP)(tk, t) for 1 s k< m. These 
do not depend on the Brownian path. If these are given, and if the partition is fixed, 
no further calculation is needed for each Brownian path. 
In the time independent case our approximant only requires knowledge of p + 1 
predetermined flows @O’(t), [“‘( t), . . . , tcp’( t), and no further calculation is needed 
when the Brownian path or the partition are changed. In the piecewise linear 
approximation even if the Brownian path is fixed it is still necessary to solve a new 
equation for each partition because the scaling factor Ak changes in (1.7). In the 
time independent case our approximant is given explicitly in terms of the p + 1 
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predetermined flows and not as a solution to a differential equation which depends 
on the parameters of the partition and on the particular Brownian path. 
To introduce our new form of approximation we return to the formal infinite 
dimensional setting, and consider a slightly different version of (1.6), where instead 
of taking the exponent of the sum we take the product of the exponents. 
Efl(s, t)= n exp[A’“)(tk)A&J . . . exp[A’“‘(~k)4&,l 
k=O 
. exp[A”‘( t,)A,p,] . . . exp[ACP’( t,)A,p,]. (1.9) 
Heuristically we know from the Trotter product formula that the two expressions 
(1.6) and (1.9) are ‘close’ provided the time intervals are small. The utility of 
expressing these approximants in the linear infinite dimensional setting comes to 
light at this point. The shift from the exponent of a sum to the product of the 
exponents comes forth naturally in this framework as a formal manipulation. It 
would be hard to come up with this alternative by merely looking at the ordinary 
differential equations defining the piecewise linear approximation. 
Define 
zn(s, t, x) = F(t,, A,Po, . . . , Up, Zn(s, 4, x)1, 
(1.10) 
Z,(s,to,x)=Z,(s,s,x)=x, 
where F is given by 
F(s, ~0,. . . , up, xl 
= pys, up, .g’p-“( s, UppI ) . . . ) pays, uo, x), . . . ,)) (1.11) 
for any s 2 0, and x E Rd. Observe that now, just as in equation (1.8), 
&r(s, t)f(x) =f(Zn(s, t, x)). 
The function F is the ordered product of the p + 1 flows t(O), . . . ,&“). Such 
products of flows are often called multzjlows (see Sussmann, 1973). We shall hence 
designate our form of approximation the multiflow approximation. 
The multiflow approximation is easily envisaged in the time homogeneous case, 
i.e. when the flows t(O), . . . , @‘) are one-parameter groups. For 0 < t S t, we start 
out at a point x and follow the flow .z$‘) for length of time PO(t). From the point 
of arrival we continue following the flow 5 (‘I for length of time /3,(t), and so on 
until all flows have been taken. The point reached is Z,( t, x). Note that for any 
time 0 < f s t, we have to restart at x and follow the p + 1 flows. For t, < t G t2 we 
start out at Z, (t, , x) and carry out the same procedure except that now each flow 
5”’ will be followed for length of time &(t) - &( t,). 
There are certain conditions for which the multiflow approximation is a special 
case of the Ikeda-Watanabe approximation. We assume the partitions are equi- 
spaced, that a0 = 0 and that the coefficients a(‘) do not depend on t. 
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Define ~“‘:[O,l]+[O,l], r=l,..., p, by 
+(r)= p[s-(r-1)/p], 
( 
0, ifOGsG(r-1)/p, 
if(r-l)/pssGr/p, 
1, ifs > r/p. 
For l~rsp set 
Bg’( t, B) = ,$(kS) + 4(r) 
on the interval k8 G t < (k + 1)6. Note that By’ is piecewise linear, but is not linear 
on the entire partition interval. For each & we linearly interpolate on one of the p 
disjoint subintervals of the partition interval [ks, (k-t 1)6]. 
This approximation satisfies the conditions imposed by Ikeda and Watanabe. 
Substituting it in equation (1.1) we obtain the following expression 
d-%(6 x) =; [PA(k+ l)S)-P,(kS)l~“‘(Z,(t, xl) dt 
on the interval 
with initial condition Z,(O, x) = x. 
In other words, given Z,(( ki3 + (I - 1)6/p), x) solve 
dn(v) =; [P,((k+ l)S)-P,(ks)lu”‘(17(u)) du 
with n(O) = Z,((k6 +(r- 1)6/p), x) on theinterval 0~ vs a/p.Taking tcr)as defined 
in (1.4) we can write 
so that 
Z8(kB+f,x) =f(f [pJ(k+l)S)-&(kS)],Z, 
>> 
. 
Consequently Z,( t, x) = Z,,( t, x) at the partition points t = k8, 0 s k < ~0, with 
Zn,(t, x) defined as in (1.10) and I;r, = (0, S, 26,. . .}. The interpolation between the 
partition points is different. For Zrr6 we travel along all flows for any k8 s t s (k + 1)s. 
On the other hand for Z, in each pth part of the interval we travel along one flow 
only, with time scaled by a factor of p/6. 
The theorems proved by Ikeda and Watanabe rely heavily on certain invariance 
properties of the Bs and on the fact that the partition is equispaced. Moreover they 
are not proved for the time dependent case. Our approximation theorems will be 
dealing with a general sequence of partitions and time dependent equations. 
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We have already indicated that McShane (1974) deals with the time dependent 
case. But since he solves time dependent O.D.E.‘s his approximant cannot be 
expressed as a product of flows. The advantage of his setting is that conditions 
(a)-(b) are sufficient for convergence. In our setting we freeze the time variable of 
the coefficients at the partition points and must therefore add a third condition 
requiring the coefficients to be Holder continuous in t. We gain however the ability 
to express the approximation in terms of predetermined flows. 
1.4. Approximation theorem 
The approximation theorem proved in Section 2 deals with the limit of Zhn for a 
sequence of partitions Ll,, of mesh converging to zero. We shall prove that under 
certain smoothness conditions Zflm converges uniformly in probability to the solution 
Z(t) of the S.D.E. on any finite time interval. To be precise we state the theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let the coefjicients of equation (1.1) satisfy conditions (a), (b) and 
assume furthermore that: 
(c) There exist constants H > 0, 6 > 0 such that for any x E [W*, 
]8)(s, x) - &)(t, x)1 < His - tls 
and 
IDo (‘)(J(‘)(s, x) - Dg(r)cr(r)(t, x)1 < His - t]’ for r = 0, 1, . . . , p. 
Let y = min( I, 26) and chose c~ such that ay < (Y < $y. Let II,, be a partition of the 
interval [s, T] with mesh Pn = ~(17,). 
Then for any constant R > 0 there exists a constant C(R, s, T p, K) such that 
P ( > 
y-2a 
CP” 
sup IZj&, t,x)-Z(S, t,x)l>.5 <--- 
s=t<7 E2 
for any E > 0 and Ix] < R. 
Consequently from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma it can be seen that ifEy==, Pz-‘” < 00 
then lim n+&s~~s~,~TIZII,,(s, t, x) -Z(s, t, x)1) = 0 a.s. 
1.5. The approximating Markov chains 
Assume that M is a closed connected paracompact d-dimensional manifold embed- 
ded in Rq. If the coefficients a(‘), . . . , acP) of (1.1) are C” and are tangent to the 
manifold at all points of M then they can be considered as vector fields X0,. . . , X, 
on M. Starting at any point m E M the diffusion generated by equation (1.1) remains 
on M (see Kunita, 1984). On the other hand let to(t), . . . , &,(t) denote the respective 
flows of the vector fields X0, . . . , X,. These flows are diffeomorphisms of M, any 
composition of such flows is a diffeomorphism of M and therefore the approximant 
defined in (1.10) lies in the manifold. In fact such an approximant provides an 
intuitive way of envisaging the behaviour of the diffusion. 
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Assume now that the vector fields X0,. . . , X,, are time homogeneous. It is possible 
to fix n and consider the time homogeneous Markov chain Z’,“‘(x) = Z,,,(k/n, x) 
for 1s k < 00, with l7,, = (0, l/n, 2/n, . . .} a partition of the interval [0, 00). 
In Section 4 we prove that any weak limit points of a sequence vcn) of invariant 
distributions of {Z’,“‘: k 2 1) is an invariant distribution of the diffusion Z( t, x). In 
Amit (1989) we have investigated the ergodic properties of these Markov chains. 
Assuming X0= 0, we provide a complete geometrical description of the decom- 
position of the manifold M into uniquely ergodic components of the processes 
{Zy’: kz I}. 
1.6. Applications 
The approximation presented above can be used to prove certain properties of the 
limit diffusion. We give here two simple examples. 
(1) Commuting vector fields: If the vector fields X,, r = 0, 1, . . , p, commute then 
the flows 5”’ commute. From this it follows that 
Z,(r, x) = S’P’(pp(t))S’P-“(ppI(t)) . . . S’“‘(Po(t)b. 
The right hand side of the equation does not depend on the partition leading to the 
conclusion that 
Z(& x) = S’“‘(pp(t))~‘P~“(pp-,(t)) * . . S’“‘(Pow)x. 
(2) The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: Consider the diffusion in Rd, 
dZ(t,x)=dp(t)-QZ(t,x)dt, 
where p(t) is a d-dimensional Brownian motion and Q is a d x d matrix. For 
1s r d d we have a”‘(x) = e,, where e,, r = 1, . . , d, is the standard basis of Rd, 
and @“(t, x) = x+ te,. For r = 0 u(‘)(x) = Qx and @“( t, x) = e-‘Qx. Let fin be as 
above then 
(&L)+P(;)-P(y) 
k-l 
_ -Ckln)QX+ c e-WnWn)Q 
i=O 
[P(y)-+)]. 
From the above it follows that 
I 
1 
Z(t,x)=lim Znm(t,x)=ePrQ+ eC”-“‘Q djI( s). 
n+‘x 0 
2. Basic facts and lemmas 
We list below a few basic lemmas which will serve in proving the approximation 
theorem. We omit some of the details which can be found in Amit (1988). 
From condition (b) it follows that 
IP(t, x)1 s Kjxl+la”)(t, O)lS K’(lxl+ 1) (2.1) 
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and 
IDU (Y)CP)( t, x)1 < IC’(lxl+ 1) (2.2) 
for all t E [s, T] and x E Rd, and where K’ = max(1, K, supFGrS~,OSrc-pl~(r)( t, O)l}. The 
approximant introduced in the previous section (equation (1.10)) is an ordered 
product of flows, which we have called a multiflow. Each path of B determines a 
sequence of times, positive and negative, during which the flows are successively 
followed. Using (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the following estimate of the distance 
covered by such a multiflow provided the time spent in each flow is of modulus 
less than 1. 
Lemma 1. Let o(“( t, x), r = 0, 1, . . , p, satisfy conditions (a)-(c) of the approxima- 
tion theorem. Let [“‘(s, t, x) be the respective flows as dejined in (1.4). Then for any 
u E lQp+’ such that 1~1~~ 1 and VO< rsp, 
lP’(s, u,, 6?+‘Ys, u,?I,. . . ,5’“‘(s, uo, Y), . . . 9)) -Yl 
sG l4coK(lYl+ 11, (2.3) 
where K, = (2K”)‘+‘+. . . +(2K”), and K”= K’ eK. 0 
We now obtain a second order expansion of F as defined in (1 .l 1) and estimate 
the remainder. 
Lemma 2. Let Jr), r = 0, . . . , p, satisfy conditions (a)-(c) of the approximation 
theorem. Let [“‘(s, t, x) be the respectivejlows. Let F be as dejined in (1.11) then for 
any u E R”+‘, 
F(s, ~0,. . . > up, x) =x+ i uys, x)u,+ 1 Du’~‘a”‘(S, x)u,u, 
r-0 o=sq<rs-p 
+; i Du(“a(‘ys, x)u;+g(s, !A(), . . . , up, xl, 
r 0 
and: 
(i) If 11.4~1 c 1, there exist a constant Co> 0 that depends only on K’ and p such that 
Ig(s, uo, . . . , up, XII s Co(lxl+ 1) i. lur13. 
(ii) For any s 3 0 and x E iRd dejine the following attainable set: 
&(s, uo, . . , up, x) = {y E Rd; y = F(s, vo.. . . , up, x), and u, E [O, u,]], 
where [0, u,] denotes the interval [u,, 0] when u, s 0. 
Let M = I&(s, uo, . . . , up, x)1 = sup{lyl: y E &(s, uo, . . . , u,, x)1 and assume that 
M < 00, then 
Ids, uo, . . . ,u,,x)l~2K’~(M+l)(p+l) f: ]u,12. 
f-=0 
Proof. The proof is through repeatedly using the fundamental theorem of calculus 
and then applying (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) to estimate the remainder. Write 
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F(s, uo, . * . , up, x) -x as a telescoping sum and apply the fundamental theorem of 
calculus for the last non-zero coordinate to get 
F(s, u(), 1. ., u,,x>-x 
= ; [F(s, ug,. . . , z&o,. . . ) 0, x)-F(s, 240,. . .) L&1,0,. . . ) 0, x)1 
'=0 
= f I’a”‘(s, F(s, uo,. . . , u,-,, v, 0,. . . ,O, x)) dv. 
r=O 0 
Now subtract ce=, oCr)(s, x)u, = ~~=, I,” aCr’(s, x) dv on both sides of the equality 
and write each integrand as a telescoping sum as above. 
a”‘(S, F(s, zfg, . . . ) U,_,) 40, . . . ) 0, x)) - c”‘(S, x) 
= a”‘(‘s, F(s, 240, . * . ) ur-, ) v, 0, . . . ) 0, x)) 
- a”‘(& F(s, UO, . . . ) ur-, ) 0, . . . ) 0, x)) 
r-l 
+ 1 [c+)(S, F(s, t&J,. . .) u,, 0,. . .) 0, x)) 
Cj=O 
- &‘(s, F(s, UO, . . . , u,_, , 0, . . . ) 0, x)) J. 
Once again apply the fundamental theorem of calculus for the last non-zero CO- 
ordinate of each term to obtain 
F(s, uo,. . . f l&x)-x- f a’r’(s,x>ur 
r=O 
P ur u 
= 
4 I 
Ddr’a(“(s, F(s, uo, . . . , u,_,, a, 0,. . . ,O, x)) da dv 
r=O 0 0 
r-l u, uq 
+C 
II 
~&‘a’~‘(s, F(.s, uo, . . . , U~_~, cy, 0,. . . ,O, x)) da dv . 
q=o 0 0 I 
Finally subtracting 4 cf=, Du(‘)v(‘)(s, X)U: on both sides of the above equation 
we have 
g(.% uo, . . . , up, x) 
= F(s, uo,. . . , up, x) --x - $ uys, x)u, 
r=O 
- c &m&f’ 
1 p 
osq<rsp 
(s, x)u,u, -i 5 DU”‘U”‘(S, x>u; 
r 0 
= ” [Dd”a”‘(s, F(s, UO,. , . , Ur_lr a!, 0,. . . ,o, x)) 
- DcT%(‘)(s, x)] da dv 
5 uq 
+ c II [Du”‘a’qs, F(s, uo,. . . , u,_,, qo,. . . ,0,x)) osq<r=p 0 0 
- Du(~)u(~)(s, x)] da dv. (2.4) 
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To estimate ]g(s, uo, . . . , up, x)1 for In,1 c 1 we use the Lipschitz continuity of 
D~“‘(T’~’ and the bound for the displacement of the successive flows calculated in 
Lemma 1. Thus by the above equation, 
Ids, uo,. . ., UP’ XI 
c ~~,(IXI + 1) to I4 O_q;r_p luql I%I <<< 
s KK,(lxI+ l)(p+ II2 i lu,13 
r=O 
s Co(lxl+ 1) 5 br13, (2.5) 
f-=0 
with K, as defined in Lemma 1. Thus we have proved (i). 
As for (ii) under the assumptions and by equation (2.2) we know that the integrands 
in equation (2.4) are bounded by 2K’*(M + 1). Hence 
MS, MO,. . . , up, XII s 2K”(M+ 1) o_q;r_, 14 bql < c 
~2K’~(Mfl) 5 Iu,I 
[ 1 
2 
t-=0 
<2Kr2(M+l)(p+1) $ ]u,12. 0 (2.6) 
r=O 
Let II be a partition of the interval [s, 7’1 of the form 17 = {s = to < t, < + * * 
< t, = T}. Let P (k) be an 9,t, measurable vector in Rd. Let Mlk’ be an 9, measurable 
martingale on the interval [ tk, tk+r] with Mi,k’ = 0. The following lemmas are standard 
results in stochastic integration using Doob’s sub-martingale inequality. 
Lemma 3. Dejine a process X, in IWd, 
I-1 
X, = c p’y@, + p”‘M;” = ; 
I 
fk+,A’ 
p(k) d&f(k). 
I 
k=O k=O rk 
Recall that I= max{k; tk < t}. Assume: (a) There exist constants co, 77 > 0 such that 
EIII~;~‘~~~ c,A, I+’ = C,J( t - tk)‘+‘). (b) There exists a measurable stopping 
such that I PCk)l < c, for tk S T and for some constant cl > 0. Then: 
6) X,,, is a martingale with respect to gt. 
(ii) Let co, c, be as above then 
time 72s 
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and for any F > 0, 
Now consider a positive sub-martingale Sjk’ on the interval tk S t G tk+, such that 
SCk’ = 0. Let Slk’ = Mjk’ + V$“’ be the Doob-Meyer decomposition of S\“‘, with Mlk’ f 
a martingale and Vjk’ a positive increasing process. We can write Mjkk’ = Vlkk’ = 0. 
Lemma 4. Define a process Y, in IWd, 
Y, = 1 Pk’sj;J, + P’s’,‘), 
k=O 
with Pck’ as in Lemma 3. Assume there exist positive constants c2, c3 such that 
El Mlk’12 < qA:+‘, E( V;k’j2 < c,A yt2. 
Then : 
6) Y,,, is a sub-martingale. 
(ii) Let c, , c2, c3 be as above then 
EIY,.,12+T-s)4cI(c2+cX)P~, 
and for any e > 0, 
The next lemma will help in dealing with the time dependence of the coefficients. 
Let X, E lRd be a non-anticipating continuous process with respect to 9,. Let T be 
a measurable stopping time. Let w(s, x) be a mapping from [0, l] x Rd + Rd. 
Lemma 5. Assume that for tk S t S tk+, and for some c > 0, E( l,,,,,IX, - XJ’) s 
c’( t - tk). Furthermore assume that 1 w(s, x) - w(s, y)l < q,(x - yl, and l w(s, x) - 
w(t,x)l~colt-4Sf or some c0 > 0. Then setting y = min( 1,26) we have 
E[ll,,,llw(t,X,)-w(t,,X,,)121~2’ cdl+C2)Py. 0 
The following lemma estimates the rate of growth of the solution z(s, t, x) to 
equation (1.1). It is a standard estimate in the theory of stochastic differential 
equations. 
Lemma 6. Let R be a positive constant. Then for any x < R and c > 4R there exists 
a constant Do that depends on s, T, K’, p, R such that 
P 
( 
sup (Z(s,t,x)(>c <2. 0 
> SS,=S7 C 
(2.7) 
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3. Convergence theorem 
3.1. Key proposition 
We shall first prove a proposition stating that for a partition 17 with small mesh 
size &(s, t A r, x) is ‘nearly’ a solution to equation (l.l), with T defined as follows. 
Definition. Assume that x < R for some constant R > 0, and as in Lemma 5 set 
y = min( 1,26). Choose LY such that i-y < (Y < $ y. Let 17 be a partition of the interval 
[s, T] with mesh size p = p(n) < 1 such that pma > 4R. Define the following stopping 
time: 
~(II)=inf{s~t~ T: ]~4[t,,A,&,. . .,A,/~,,,&(s, t,,x)]]~p7’}, (3.1) 
or ~0 if no such t exists. The set d and its modulus I&] are defined in Lemma 2(ii). 
As in the Introduction I= max{k; tk < t}, and for 0~ r s p we write AkPr = 
Pr(tk+,) -PJtk), A,P, =,6(t) -Pl(tr). 
Note that the process Zn(s, t, x) is non-anticipating since it depends only on the 
increments of B between partition times which are less than or equal to t. As for 
the stopping time, TG t’ implies that for some t and some Q,, . . . , v,, such that 
v, E [0, A,pI], the point F( t,, vO, . . . , v,,, Zn(s, t,, x)) is at the boundary of the ball 
of radius ~7’. Due to the continuity of F in all its coordinates, the continuity of 
the Brownian paths, and the fact that Zrr(s, t, x) is non-anticipating, we have 
(7s t’}E 9,s. 
Observe that if t c 7 the sequence of flows one must follow to reach Zn(s, t, x) 
never leaves the ball of radius ~7. This will enable us to calculate certain bounds 
using the lemmas of the previous section, and to prove as indicated above that 
Zn(s, t A 7, x) is nearly a solution to equation (1.1). In the end we will prove that 
if p(IIn) + 0 as n + co for some sequence of partitions II,,, then 
lim P( ~(17,) < co) = 0. 
n-m 
Proposition. Let IZ be a partition of the interval [s, T] and let p be the mesh size. 
The coejicients o(O), . . . , ffcpJ are assumed to satisfy conditions (a)-(c) and 
5 
(0) 
3 . . . 9 ,fp) are taken to be their respectiveflows. Let Zn(s, t, x) be as in (1.10). Let 
7, y and (Y be as in the definition. Then there exists a constant C, > 0 depending on s, 
T, K’ and p such that for any e > 0, 
P sup Zn(s,tr\~,x)-x- 
( I 
CAT p 
1 ~“‘(u,Z~(s,~,x))Odp,(u) >F 
$S,=S-T I e r=O I ) 
CIP 
y-2a 
<- 
2 
& 
and for all t in [s, T], 
l/Xi p 
E Z,(S,~A~,X)-x- 1 crCr) (u,Zn(s, u,x))Odp,(u) ‘<C,pyPzO. 
r=O 
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Proof. Step 1. Set (T(~)*( t,x) = u(~‘( tk, x) for th s t < fk+, . We first prove the state- 
ment of the proposition replacing the (T(I) by CT”‘*, i.e. the right continuous step 
function approximation corresponding to the partiticz, FI. 
There exists a constant C, depending on s, T, K’ and p, such that for any E > 0, 
,nr p 
Zn(s,t~7,x)-x- C (T’~‘*(u,~~(s,u,x))~~~,(u) 
r=cl 
< CZp1-2a 
E2 
and for all f in [s, T], 
,ni p 2 
E Zrr(s,t~~,x)-x- C a”‘*(u,Z,(s,u,x))odp,(u) <C2p*-2a. 
F r=O 
Transforming the Stratonovich integral into an It6 integral using the definition 
of Z, and replacing F by the expansion provided in Lemma 2 we write 
@*(u, Zn(s, u, xl) 0 W,(u) 
=i$, [g =(‘)~“h zrr(S, tkr X))((&&)2 - A,) 
+; ;;l Dm(o)(+(o)(tk, &(S, tk, x))(A,Po)' 
[ 
+ Dd”)do)( tl, Zn(s, t,, x))(A,/~~)* 
1 
D@@(tk, zrr(S, tk, X))&kb$& 
l-l 
+ c g( lk, &PO, . . . , A/c&, &z(& tkv x)) 
k=O 
+g(t,,ArPo,..., A,& zrr(S, lk, X)). (3.2) 
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In other words 
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vcr)*(s, &(s, u, x)1 @r(u) 
-; i j- D~(‘)*cT(‘)*(s, Z,(s, u, x)) du 
t-1 s 
=; g X(‘)(tr,7)+ 1 X(‘*q)(tAT)+PytA7). (3.3) 
I 0 l%q<r=p 
Now we estimate the probability that each term in the last expression is small. By 
direct application of Lemmas 3 and 4 we get 
l-20 lb2a 
P sup 1X(‘)(t/vT)j>E <4K’4(T-s)P-= 
ssrsr E2 
dp 1 
E2 ’ (3.4) 
EIx”‘( t A r)12 < 4Kf4( T- s)prp2” = d,p’-2”, 
for 0 c r c p with d, depending only on K’, p, s and T. Similarly for X’r,q’ with 
0 G r, q s p. 
It remains to deal with Y(t) which is the sum of the remainder terms. 
y(t) = ‘1’ g(L &PO,. . . ,4Pp, &(s, tkr X)) 
k=O 
+ Ah, AtPo, . . . , Up, Zn(s, t/v xl>. 
To estimate this sum we must deal with two complementary sets of events. The set 
%= 
1 
sup sup sup 
Osksm-, OSrSp rks,Slk+, 
IA&l < 1) 
of all w E 0 for which the intervals A,pr are of modulus less than 1 for all s s t s T 
and for all 0~ rsp. For this set we shall estimate lgj using Lemma 2(i). The 
complement of % will then be shown to have small probability. 
For any w E 54 the time intervals are of modulus less than 1 so that we can apply 
Lemma 2(i) and write 
I-1 
I%r)l c k;. Idtk, AkPo, . . . > 4Pp, zrr(S, lk, X))i 
+ IAt,, A,Po, . . . > A,&, Zn(s, tr, XIII 
s co y ((I&(.% lkr x)l + l) i IAkP,“) 
k=O r=O 
+ Co(IZn(s, t/, XII + 1) 5 PAI 
r=O 
=9(t). (3.5) 
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Now consider 9 defined for all w E 0. Applying Lemma 4 we define Pck’ = 
cO(l&(s, tk, x)1 + 1) with IPck’l =S 2c0p-” for tk < t s 7. The submartingale is 
= M(k)+ v’k’ f f . 
The expansion of lAlp,13 is due to the It6 formula and can be found in Kunita (1984). 
Evaluating the moments of the martingale and the positive increasing process 
we get 
EIMjk’12=9 i 
i 
, 
E~d,~,~4ds~9~~t-~k~3 
r=l lk 
and 
ElVjk’12~9(p+1)1t-tk13. 
Taking n = 1 as in Lemma 4 we have 
P 
(1 
sup IY(t A T)l> E n 5?? 
.SS,ST I > 
sP 
( 
l-2a 
sup I.Z?(~,V)I>E sd,+, 
ssrs?- > & 
where d2 depends on s, T, K’ and p. Also from Lemma 4 we have 
E/J&t A r)12s d2plp2? 
The probability of the complement of % is dominated as follows 
m--L p 
P(Y)< c c P sup lA,Prl> 1 
k=O r=O fXSfSfk+, > 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
=S 1 1 ElAkP,18~(P+l)(T-s)p2. (3.8) 
k=O r=O 
The second inequality is due to Doob’s submartingale inequality. Thus we have 
P 
( 
sup IY(tAr)l>& SP 
> ({ 
sup IY(tAT)I>E f-I% +P(%“) 
s=rsT s<t<T I > 
P 
I-2a 
s d, - 
s2 ’ 
where d3 depends on s, T, K’ and p. 
We still have to estimate EIY(r A r)I’. Once again we make 
defined above. 
EIY(tAT)(2~2E(~(tAT)12+2 IY( t A 7)12 dF? 
@ 
(3.9) 
use of the process 9 
(3.10) 
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The first expectation has already been estimated in equation (3.7). We now estimate 
the second term. By Lemma 2(ii) and the definition of 7, for t s T, 
Idfk, A,Po, . . ., A$,,, Z,(s, tk, x)1 s 2K”W” + l)(p+ 1) i (ArPr)’ 
r=O 
G 4~“( p + 1)~~” : (A,/3rj2. 
r=O 
(3.11) 
Thus setting I= max{k; t,, < t A T} we have 
I.Y( t A 7)12 dP 
9’ 
4 16K’4(p + 1)‘~~~~ j; (Arp~)‘+(A,~~p~)‘l12dP 
‘&J%)~+(A,,,P,)~ 
4 
II I 
l/2 
~16~‘~(p+l)~p-~“[P(~~)]“~ 
k=O 
(3.12) 
with d, depending on K’ and p. The last inequality follows from (3.8). 
The expectation above is estimated as follows. We dominate (Arnr&)2 by 
and obtain 
;i+ (&Pr)2+(&,J%)2 
II 
4 
p m-1 4 
<E2C C sup (AA)’ 
E 
rlGtGlli+, 1 
l/4 4 
sup (A,&)* 
1 
p m-1 4 
c 1 r=CI k=O [E(Ak&)“l”” 1 
=S 16($)‘( T - s)~. (3.13) 
Thus the expectation in (3.12) is dominated by a constant d, depending on s, T 
and p. Together with the estimate in (3.7) we obtain from (3.10) that 
EIY(t A 7)12s d,p1P2”, (3.14) 
with d, depending on s, T, K’ and p. 
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Tying together equations (3.4), (3.9), and (3.14) we obtain the statement of 
Step 1. 
Step 2. Thus far we have proved that Z, (s, t A 7, x) - x is closely approximated 
by an integral of a step function. In fact this integral is a Riemann approximant of 
the integral appearing in the statement of the proposition. It remains to prove that 
these Riemann approximants converge to the integral. We shall prove the following 
statement. 
There exists a constant C3 > 0 depending on s, T, p and K’ such that for any c > 0, 
( II 
,A7 
P sup [(T’~‘(u,Z~(S,U,X))-(T(~‘*(U,Z~(S,U,X))]O~P,(~) >e 
s=tsT .T I > 
P 
y-2a 
<C3- 
E2 
and 
Ii 
IAT 2 
E [a”‘(u,zn(s,u,x))-cr(‘)* (u, Zrr(s, u, x)11 oW,(u) < GP’-*~. 
s 
(3.15) 
We write the stochastic integrals in It8 form. Then applying Doob’s martingale 
inequality to the stochastic integrals and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to the 
others we get, 
[a’%, Z,(s, u, x)) -,(r’*(u, Zn(s, u, x1)1 O W,(u) ( > &) 
ro,,,b’%, -%(s, u, ~))-a”‘*@, -&I, (s, u, x))121 du 
+9(k) 7 J E2 s E[~[o,&(~)(u, Zrr( s, u,x)) - d’)*(u, Zn(s, , x))l’] du 
[,,T,I~~(‘)~%, -%I(% 4 x>) 
- Da”)*&)*(u, Z,(s, u, x))l’] du. (3.16) 
All the integrands in the above expression satisfy the requirements of Lemma 5, 
with w = ocr’ or w = Du(~)v(~) and X, = Zn(s, t, x). Note that if t E ( tk, tk+,] and t =S 7 
then by applying the fundamental theorem of calculus we get 
IZz7(% r, x)-Zfl(s, tk, x)l 
=lF(t,c,ArPo,..-, A,& &r(& tk, x>) -zrr(% tk, x)1 
= i 
I J A,P, a(‘)(tk, F(tk. A,Po,. . . , A,Pr-1, u, 0,. . . ,o, zrr(s, fk, X)) dv r=O 0 
s ~‘(p-” + 1) ,!I0 IAt&l. 
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The last inequality follows from (2.1) and the fact that t s T. Consequently 
E[lt,,,,,IZ,(s, t, X)-Z,(s, tk, X)1”] G K”(P-” + l)*wL 
and Z, (s, t, x) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 5. All the integrands in equation 
(3.16) are dominated by cpyP2a for some c > 0 depending on K’ and p, and the 
entire expression is dominated by C3pYP2a/~2, with C3 depending on s, T, K’ and 
p. A procedure similar to that of equation (3.16) yields 
,,%i 
E 
II 
[(T(ryU,Z&, u,x))-c+)* (u, Zn(s, u, x))lo @r(u) *< GP’-*~. 
5 
Thus we have completed the proof of Step 2 and of the proposition. 0 
At this point it is worth noting that if the coefficients v(~-) and their derivatives 
were uniformly bounded the convergence of the Riemann approximants to their 
respective integrals could be established without use of Lemma 5 or in other words 
without relying on the Holder continuity of the coefficients in the time variable (i.e. 
condition (c)). Even in the present setting it is possible to obtain uniform convergence 
in probability of the Riemann approximants to the integral from general theorems 
on stochastic integration of continuous non-anticipating processes (see Kunita, 
1984). However, only in the bounded case is it possible to derive the mean square 
convergence from convergence in probability through the dominated convergence 
theorem. In any case dropping condition (c) leaves us with no estimate as to the 
rate of convergence which has been given in terms of the mesh size. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We shall now use the result of the proposition to prove the theorem. First we 
introduce the following notation: 
Pn = P(K), 7, = dI;I, 1, Zn(s, 4 XI = ZrIm(% 4 XI. 
Since by the proposition Z,( s, t A T,,, x) nearly solves the same equation as Z(s, t A 
T,, x), an application of Gronwall’s inequality will lead to 
lim P 
( 
sup IZn(s, t A 7,, x) -Z(S, t A T,, X)1 > E 
> 
=O. (3.17) 
n+u- r=r=T 
Then we will prove that 
lim P(~,<o0)=0. 
II-LX 
(3.18) 
This will be done by covering the above set of events by two sets. One is the set 
of those w E R for which the path of Z,,(s, t, x) has crossed the boundary of the 
ball Bp6e12 up to time T,,. The other is the set of w E 0 for which there exists 
a partition point tk < T,, a time tE (&, rk+r A T,,] and a point in the set 
d(tk,Ar&, . . . , A,&,, Zn(s, tk, x)) of distance greater than pi”/2 from Z,,(s, tk, x). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Step 1. Set X, = Zn(s, t, x) - Z(s, t, x). We can write 
X’l(s, 6 x) = L’l(s, 6 x) - 
I 
.$’ ‘& [o”‘(% Zn(s, u, x)) 
-o”‘(u, Z(s, n, x))lo W,(u), (3.19) 
where L, is precisely the expression we have estimated in the proposition. 
L,(s,t,x)=Z,(s,r,x)-x- 
i 
’ f; ~“‘(u,Z~,(S,U,X))O~~‘(~), (3.20) 
y r=ll 
Set D(t) = EIX,(s, f A 7,, x)1’. Writing the integral in (3.19) in It6 form and applying 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have, 
D(t)<4lL’I(s, f’7 r,,x)121 
I 
’ P 
t4 C ~‘%l,,‘~(u)[o(‘)(n, Zh(s, u, x))--%, Z(s, n, x))l12 dus r=, 
i 
, 
+4(t-s) Ell[“,,~,(u)rcr(O’(u, -GT(% %X)1 s 
- d”‘(u, Z(s, u, x))]l’ du 
f 
l t4(t-s) 
I I 
E l,lJ,‘,J(U) 5 rD~(‘)o(‘Yn, Zrr(s, n, x)) 
s r=, 
- Da%(‘)(u, Z(s, u, x))] 2 du. (3.21) 
By the Lipschitz continuity of a(‘) and Da(‘)c+(‘), and using the estimates of the 
proposition for the first term we obtain 
I 
I 
D(t) s c&2” + d, D(u) du. (3.22) 
., 
By Gronwall’s inequality 
D(t) < dgp;p2a, 
where d, and d8 depend on s, T, K’ and p. Finally we have 
(3.23) 
P sup IXn(S,tAT,,X)I>E 
s=,<-T > 
GP 
( 
sup IL,(s, tA7n,X)I>;& 
.SG,ST > 
( il 
‘AT,, P 
+P sup 
F%,%‘--T s 
‘5, [(+“‘(U, Z’l(s, u, x)) 
-@(u,Z(s,u,x))]~d/3’(u) >;E . 
I > 
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Using the same reasoning as in equation (3.16), the results of the proposition and 
the Lipschitz continuity of (T(~) and Dv(~)~(~), we dominate the above expression by 
- dr’(u, Z(s, u, x))l’] du 
I 
T 
+(T-s) E[l,o,,,,,(u)la’“‘(u, Z(s, u, x)) 
s 
- a”‘(~, Z(s, u, x))]‘] du 
J%I[O,7,,,(u)lDo (r)(T(r)( u, Z” (s, u, x)) 
- Da(‘)a”)( u, Z(s, u, x))l’] du 
I 
D(u) du 
where dg and C, depend on s, T, K’ and p. In the last inequality we have used 
equation (3.22). Thus 
P sup IXn(S, t A T,, x)] > E (1 c,p;-2”. 
> 
(3.24) 
.s=rST E2 
Step 2. Since 
p ( sup IK(s, 4 XII > E .ssr=T 
SP 
( 
sup IXn(S,bhTn,X)~>E +P(T,<oo), (3.25) 
SStST > 
it remains to prove that the probability of the stopping time being finite tends to 
zero as n tends to infinity. 
We proceed as indicated above to cover the set of events for which the stopping 
time is finite by two other sets for which we can estimate the probability. First define 
a(% %, . . . , up, x) = {y : y = y’ - x for y’ E &(s, uO, . . . , up, x)}. 
Now, 
P(T,<~)~P 
( 
SUP I&(& tAT,,X)l~$p,a 
S=tST > 
+P sup sup l~(t,, A,/%, . . . , 4Pp, zn(S, tkr X))l 2 ;P,* . 
Osks-m,-I ,k<,=s,k+,~~n > 
(3.26) 
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We use the fact that the approximant is very close to the diffusion up to and including 
the stopping time to obtain 
(3.27) 
follows from the fact that y > 2a > with Do as in Lemma 6. The last inequality 
y-2a>o. 
Finally 
P sup SUP 1~3(~4Po,..., 4Pp, zn(S, fk, X))l 3&i* 
O=k=m,-1 I~<,s,~+,AT, > 
s 
1%’ P( 
SUP )~3(tk,‘bkb~..., 4& G(s, tk, x))l zb,” . (3.28) 
**<fGI*+,*7n > 
We shall show that each term in the above sum is of order Ai. 
P 
( 
SUP 133(fk, A,&, . . . , A,& zn(S, tk, X))l ~&ii* 
l~<l~l~+,AT,, > 
=P 
( 
sup sup IF(tk,SO,... ,sp,zn(‘% tk,X))-Zn(% tk,x)l&6n 
fk<f~lk+,AT,, .&E[wI,P,l ) 
For A,& < 0 we consider [0, A,&] as the interval [A,&, 01. By the definition of the 
stopping time, for tk < t G 7, and for any s, such that s, E [0, A,&], 0~ r sp, 
IF(tk, SO,. . . , sp, zn(% tk, x))l s Pii”. 
This implies together with (2.1) that 
sup IF(tk,SO,e.., $3 zn(% tk, x)) -zn(& tk, x)l 
s,~[‘W,Prl 
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Thus 
P sup K’(p,“+l) 5 lA,&l>$,” 
l~<lSrk+,AT,, r=cl > 
SP sup I? ,,A,+,) <&A:. (3.29) 
lICl=,k+,nT,, r=O 
Where d,, is a constant that depends only on K’ and p. Plugging this estimate in 
(3.28) we dominate the second term of (3.26) by dgpn. This together with the estimate 
in eq. (3.27) leads to 
P( 7, < co) < CgpZ;~2CY, 
and substituting (3.30) and (3.24) in (3.25) we obtain 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
where C, and C, depend on s, T, K’, R and p. 
This terminates the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark 1. The constant C6 of equation (3.31) depends only on s, T, K’, p and R 
for any x E R” such that 1x1 s R. Thus given a compact set B c [Wd, 
lim P sup JZn(s, t, x) -Z(s, t, x)1 > 8 =0 
n-m ( .SS,S-7 > 
uniformly for all x E B. 
Corollary. Let f be a bounded and Lipschitz continuous function on Rd. Let 1, = 
max{ tk n ; tk,, < t} where tk, are the partition points of the partition II,,. For any compact 
set B c [Wd, 
jp[f(Gh h,, XI) -f(Z(s, tr,,, x))ll = 0 
uniformly for all x in a compact set B. 
Proof. Let L, be the Lipschitz coefficient off; and L2 an upper bound. Given E > 0 
let N be such that 
P 
( 
sup JZn(s, t, x) -Z(s, t, x)1 >t 
s=r=7- > 
<t 
for any n > N and for all x E B. Thus 
P(lf(Z(s, h , XI) -f(Z(s, tin, x))l> e) 
CP 
( 
sup IZn(s, t,x)-Z(S, t,x)l$ 
.S=s’f~-T 1 > 
<f, 
2 
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for all x E B. Consequently 
IHf(Zn(% h,,, xl) -f(Z(s, hn, x))ll G 2&, 
forallxEBandanyn>N. 0 
4. Convergence of invariant measures 
We now assume the coefficients a(‘), . . . , CT(~) of equation (1.1) to be time indepen- 
dent. Under this condition the diffusion defined in equation (1.1) is a time 
homogeneous Markov process. Fix n and define Zy’ = Z,J k/n, x) for 1 s k < CO, 
with D, = (0, l/n, 2/n, . . .} a partition of the interval [0, a), and Z,” as defined in 
(1.10). {Z , y’. k = 0 1 . . .} is a time homogeneous Markov chain. We now show that , , 
all limit points of weakly convergent subsequences of invariant measures of the 
Markov chains Zy’ are invariant measures of the diffusion. 
Theorem 2. For each n > 0 let Y,, be an invariant probability measure of Zr’, and 
let v,,, 1 c j < 00, be a subsequence that converges weakly to a measure v. Then v is 
an invariant measure of the diffusion Z(t, x). 
Proof. Let T, denote the operator semigroup generated by the diffusion Z(t, x) 
on the space C,(Rd) of bounded continuous functions on Rd. For any f E C,,(Rd) 
we have T,f(x) = Ef(Z(t, x)). It is sufficient to show that for any bounded Lipschitz 
continuous function J; 
I [Wd [T,f(x)-f(x)lv(dx)=O 
foranyOGtS1. 
For arbitrary j > 0 let 4 = [ tn,] and set $ = 4/ nj. We break the above integral into 
four integrals. 
JRd [T,f(x)-f(x)lv(dx)= IRd T,f(x)b-vn,l(W 
+ [T,f(x)- T,,f(x)lvn,(dx) 
+ I Wd &f(x) - Ef(Z!/“~)(x))lvn,(dx) 
+ 
I 
Rd [Ef(Z!,n~‘(x)) -f(x)lv,(dx). 
The first integral converges to zero as j-+a because T,f is a bounded continuous 
function and the sequence v,,, converges weakly to v as j + ~0. 
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The second integral converges to zero because T,,f converges uniformly in Rd to 
T,f and v,, is a probability measure for all j = 1,2, . . . . 
The third integral is treated as follows. Let L be an upper bound forf: Since the 
sequence V, , converges weakly it is a tight set of probability measures. Thus for any 
E > 0 there exists a compact set B such that v,,( B”) < F/L for all j. By the corollary 
to Theorem 1 there exists an integer N such that 1 T,!f(x) - Ef(Z~J”l’(~))l < E for all 
x E B and for any n, > N. Hence the third integral can be dominated by 2~. Con- 
sequently this integral also converges to zero as j + ~0. 
The last integral is zero because v,,, is an invariant measure of Zyl’. 
Since j is arbitrary we can take j to 00 in the equation above so that the expression 
on the left-hand side is zero. 0 
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